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Abstract. Even though diﬀerent aspects of adaptivity play a major role
in today’s software, the term “Adaptive Applications” is not well deﬁned
in literature, and is usually confused with other terms referring to other
sorts of applications. In this paper we try to de-fuzzify the term and capture common properties of these applications into an informal deﬁnition.
Then come up with a formal deﬁnition through mapping application
architecture to a suggested reference model.
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1

A Formal and an Informal Deﬁnition

For the informal deﬁnition we start by listing some well-known applications in
diﬀerent application areas and then start clustering them up to reach several categories thereby deﬁning categories such as collaborative ﬁltering, context aware,
recommendation systems etc. Distinguishing in the process between adapted,
adaptable and adaptive applications [5]. Following also the model of [1] and [2].
Ending up eventually with a matrix of applications and their diﬀerent attributes
related to adaptation from diﬀerent dimensions: Sensitivity to: user, content,
context and neighborhood Object of adaptation: content, presentation or navigation [3]. Matchmaking and relations: content-content, user-content, user-user,
content-context and user-context relations [4]. Depth of adaptation: adapted,
adaptable or adaptive [5] both on the ﬁrst and second order Conceptual space:
ability of application to navigate the conceptual space using a single-faceted or a
multi-faceted hierarchy or ontology Business constraints: respect of best practice
business constraints by the adaptive application like privacy and scrutability [6,
7] Adaptability of application architecture: a modular application architecture
is more adaptable than a non-modular one.
For the formal deﬁnition we start by listing related formal models especially
in the ﬁeld of adaptive hypermedia and adaptive computing. Such as the AHAM
model of [8], its enhancement by [9] and further extensions done by [2]. Other
non-Dexter-based models will also be discussed such as the LAOS model by
[1]. Sub-models used commonly for building these models will be listed and
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deﬁned extending thereby the works of [10]. We will then discuss needs for future
generations of adaptive applications trying to capture their properties as well into
our ﬁnal model. Ending up with a set of requirements. In the end we describe
a formal reference model using UML (Uniﬁed Modeling Language) following
the notation of [11] with which we capture the deﬁning attributes of adaptive
applications. The model will be used for determining the lower approximation of
the adaptive applications set by determining the minimal components/attributes
that should be mapped into the application component in order for it to be
classiﬁed as an adaptive application. Moreover, a higher approximation will be
given determining thereby a model for a full-ﬂedged adaptive application that
would be exempliﬁed in the end with the www.jinengo.com integrative adaptive
navigation application. This application will serve as a proof of applicability and
viability of proposed model and ideas, and will help evaluate the model in the
end.
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